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Abstract
The present study aims at presenting a comparative study of Urdu and English in terms of Wh-movement in the
light of the minimalist program (MP) as the theoretical framework of the study. For this purpose, Urdu and
English data related to Wh-expressions is used. The empirical evaluation of data reveals that Wh-movement is
mandatory in English while, non-mandatory in Urdu. Furthermore, it shows that the movement of tense markers
in English is obligatory along with the movement of Wh-phrase as compared to Urdu in which it is optional. The
movement of tense markers is covert in Urdu as compared to its overt movement in English. The findings of the
study show that the feature of [+WH, EPP] stimulates the movement of Wh-expression in order to check these
features. The findings of the study are expected to prove helpful for students and researchers in understanding
the nature of syntax in general and Wh-movement particularly.
Keywords: Wh-movement, Minimalist Program, mandatory vs non-mandatory, covert and overt movement,
Syntax, Urdu and English
1. Introduction
All languages are similar and different from each other in a certain respect because all languages are similar in
the sense that all are equipped with UG (universal grammar) and it is generalized that there are two contents of
UG, Principles, and Parameters (Radford 2004; Kim & Sells, 2008). Principles are considered universals on the
basis of which it is suggested that all languages are similar, while on the other hand, Parameters are regarded as
those elements which mark sharp differences between different languages (Miller, 2016; Yeo, 2009; Givon,
2001).
The current research tries to investigate the parametric variation between Urdu and English in terms of
Wh-movement. Assuming Minimalist Program proposed by the researcher Rivero (1978), as the method for
investigating the comparative nature of Wh-movement (a type of movement operation with the help of which a
Wh-expression moved out from its original position towards the fronting position of the sentence) in Urdu and
English.
Therefore, the present study focuses on the investigation of Wh-movement between Urdu and English language.
Furthermore, it concentrates on investigating how the movement of Wh-expression affects the grammaticality of
the sentence and why it is always triggered towards the fronting position of the sentence in English as compared
to Urdu. It is hoped that the findings of the present study would prove beneficial for researchers, students, and
readers in order to have a better understanding of syntax in general and Wh-movement in particular.
Wh-movement is an operation in syntax by which a Wh-phrase comes out of its latent point in the deep-structure
of a sentence which results into the Surface-Structure of the sentence (Principle and parameter approach,
Chomsky, 1982). Cook and Newson (2014) argue that “the movement of a Wh-expression states the movement
of question component or interrogative phrase from an argument position towards the closest non-argument
position which indicates complementiser phrase (Cole & Hermon, 1994). The term Wh-movement comes from
early Generative grammar (1960, 1970) in which the major focus about Wh-movement was that Wh-expression
(what, which, who, where, why) appeared first in its authoritative position and then by applying the operation
Move, it is moved towards the left side, out of its in-situ position, to rest in its derived position which is specified
at the beginning of the sentence (Chang, 1997; McCloskey, 2000).
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1.1 Classification of Wh-movement
Wh-movement can be classified into following categories on the basis of distance and on the basis of position
regarding the application of the movement.
1.2 Distance-Based Classification
On the basis of distance, Wh-movement can be classified into followings:
1.3 Wh-movement with no Distance
The movement of a Wh-expression in a sentence containing one clause termed as Wh-movement without
distance. Such as what are you saying t?
1.4 Wh-movement Based on Distance
The movement of a Wh-phrase in a sentence which contains one main clause and two or more subordinate
clauses regarded as the Wh-movement with distance. In such types of sentences, a Wh-expression moves from
its extracting point of the subordinate clause towards the landing point of the complementiser phrase specifier
position of CP of the main clause (Horrocks & Stavrou, 1987; Simpson & Bhattacharya, 2003). Wh-movement
with distance takes place in a cyclic fashion, e.g. what did you think that he eat t?
1.5 Wh-movement with Multiple Wh-expressions
There are a number of sentences containing one or more than one Wh-words. The movement of Wh-word in
such a sentence based on the Attracts Closest Principle (Dayal, 2017). This principle states, "A head which
attracts a given kind of constituent attracts the closest constituent of the relevant kind" e.g. who might he think t
has done what? The above example is the s-structure representation of the D-structure of the following
sentence; he might think who has done what? Since in the sentence, there are two Wh-words who and what and
according to Attract Closest Principle “who” is closer to the main clause than “what”, so “who” will move
towards the Specifier position in CP of the sentence (Simpson & Bhattacharya, 2003).
1.6 Classification on the Basis of the Position of Applying Movement
On the basis of the position of movement, the movement of Wh-phrase can be observed on the syntactic and
semantic level.
1.7 Movement on a Syntactic Level
The movement of Wh-word on the syntactic level is applied in the D-structure of the sentence and its
representation can be observed at S-structure. Movement in terms of the syntactic level is considered compulsory
for the languages which incorporate it. Therefore, if the Wh-expression does not undergo movement from its
argument position towards its non-argument position, the resulting structure is considered ungrammatical in
nature (Hartmann, 2016).
1.8 Movement on Semantic Level
In some languages in which Wh-expression does not move from its authoritative position towards Specifier
position of CP, the movement said to take place at the semantic level. In simple terms, according to Simpson and
Bhattacharya (2003), such languages are regarded as "Wh-in-situ language, in which movement occurs but not
visible at S. structure of the sentence and the movement of Wh-word occurs at logical form (LF) of the
language-independent component of human language faculty and used for interrogative purposes (Toosarvandani,
2008). In Government and Binding theory, it is maintained though Wh-phrases do not move in a syntactic part in
Wh-in-situ languages, a rule such as Wh-movement in logical form is applied (Manetta, 2010).
In English language, the movement of Wh-expression is considered a syntactic property because it requires the
movement to be visible at S-structure in order to form a question, while the syntactic structure of Urdu is
different from English (Dayal, 2017). In Urdu, the movement of Wh-word as a rule of transformation is
constructed as syntactic meanwhile pragmatic in nature (Manetta, 2010). It is not mandatory for Urdu to show
Wh-movement at the syntactic level. Since Urdu is a multidimensional language, therefore, the movement of
Wh-expression will be assumed multifunctional. Hence, in this study, the Wh-movement is investigated in both
Urdu and English.
In recent years many studies have been conducted on Wh-movement taking into consideration different
perspectives. Fakih (2015) in his study on “Wh-questions in Hodeida Arabic: A phase-based approach” tried to
provide a satisfactory account of their syntactic behavior in the light of Chomsky’s’ phase-based approach. He
proved that the movement of Wh-expression is obligatory in nature in Hodeida Arabic. He also proved that the
movement of Wh-phrase satisfies Noam Chomsky Phase-based approach and Phase-Impenetrability Condition.
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Another study conducted by Bayer (2015) to investigate Wh-in-situ position taken into account different
concepts related to Wh-in-situ such as, covert movement and logical form, quantifier raising, and movement,
covert movement in Wh-in-situ languages, parallels between Wh-extraction and Wh-in-situ, difference between
overt movement in Wh-in-situ, coping, pied-piping, Q-Binding and D-linking. Furthermore, the researcher
discussed various accounts of Wh-in-situ in the light of Minimalist theories covering the following perspectives:
Feature/particle movement, overt movements, Remnant as a disguise, Pronounce lower Copy, No movement,
and Wh-in-situ or Wh-ex-situ etc. The researcher also discussed non-syntactic treatments of intervention effects
including movement versus in situ position of Wh-expressions.
Mowarin and Oduaran (2014) in their study, “A contrastive Inquiry into Wh-interrogatives in English and
Nigerian Pidgin” took Noam Chomsky's Minimalist Program of transformational grammar as the theoretical
framework, to investigate the Wh-interrogatives movement. They used a pedagogical approach for the study. In
their study, they studied English and Nigerian Pidgin and cross-linguistic typological variations of Wh-questions,
the Wh-interrogatives in English and Nigerian Pidgin with focus on Wh-word and phrases, movement,
pied-piping and constraints on Wh-movement in two languages including the learning problems that a competent
speaker of Nigerian pidgin encountered. The findings of their study illustrated that the problems of language
deficit in English faced by Nigerian students can be reduced if English as the second language was taught by
contrastive methods of teaching. Abedi, Moinzadeh, and Gharaei (2012) conducted their study “the movement of
Wh-expression in English and Persian in the light of the framework of GBT”. They did a comparative study of
movement in terms of Wh-expression. For this purpose, they employed Chomsky's GB (1982) theory as the
theoretical framework of their study. On the basis of the analysis, the researchers concluded that the English
language has similarity in terms of the application of Wh-movement with the Persian language. Among the
similarities, certain concepts such as theta criterion, case generator and case filter principle over Wh-expression
were noted. In terms of differences between the syntactic categories of two languages, certain aspects were
analyzed such as:

•
•
•
•

Obligatory nature of Wh-movement rule in English Vs its non-mandatory rule in Persian.
Syntactic Vs non-syntactic movement of Wh-expression in English is in contrast with Persian.
Syntactic trigger Vs pragmatic trigger in English as opposed to Persian.
The fixed syntactic position of CP for Wh-expression as opposed to a different position for Wh-word in
English and Persian respectively.

Malhotra (2009) investigated “Intervention Effect and Wh-movement” in which the researcher argued that
intervention effects are visible in many natural languages, which has become a debatable issue in the semantic
and syntactic literature in the last decades. In the current study, the researcher tried to highlight the limitations in
the earlier proposed model about intervention effects and WH-movement in order to propose a reanalysis of
intervention effects in terms of head-moved. The paper also provided an alternative Wh-movement approach for
some languages that show intervention effect in respect of Wh-in-situ languages. The researcher also claimed
that the nature of Wh-movement in natural languages has a direct consequence on the nature of Wh-quantifier
interactions. For the purpose of achieving the objectives of the study, the researcher examined data from
different languages particularly Hindi, English, and Chinese so that the nature of Wh-movement in these
languages can be used to predict the intervention as well as Island effects. In a similar vein, Al-Touny (2011)
investigated the formation of questions in English and Cairene Arabic under the framework of Minimalist Program
and optimality theory which consider the formation of high-ranked constraints in a typology that is language
particular. Abu-Jarad (2008) studied a typology of Wh-movement in his study “Wh-movement in Palestinian
Arabic”. Findings illustrated that Wh-operators perform two functions in Palestinian Arabic on the basis of the
type of Wh-operator either it is Wh-argument or it is a Wh-adjunct. In this paper, he supported his argument
“Wh-adjuncts undergo syntactic movement, while Wh-argument do not undergo” in light of Wabha (1992) and
Cheng (2000) proposed works. Cheng’s (1997) studied “Partial Wh-movement” re-examined the notion of
Wh-movement in terms of its partial movement. Partial Wh-movement refers to a type of movement which
possess the following characteristics;
1) A Wh-word is moved “half-way”, landing at a Spec position of CP which is not associated with the
scope of the Wh-word.
2) A scope marker appears at the CP where the Wh-word is interpreted as taking a scope.
To come up with appropriate findings, the researcher employed the Minimalist Program as the theoretical
framework of his study. He suggested that partial Wh-movement involves the overt movement of part of a
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Wh-word (i.e. partial), namely the Wh-feature of a Wh-word. On the basis of this suggestion, the researcher tried
to show that the feature movement can provide some sort of natural expectations to question raised due to the
phenomena of partial Wh-movement. For this purpose, the researcher comparatively analyzed partial movement
involved in German and Hindi and reached a the conclusion that in later language (Hindi) partial Wh-movement
did not involve overt feature movement. It can be seen from above-mentioned studies that no study is conducted
as far the Urdu language is concerned. Therefore, the present study would be of considerable importance because
it aimed at the comparative study of Wh-movement in English and Urdu within the Minimalist Program
(Chomsky, 1995). The study would weigh great significance because it is syntactic in nature and if we look in
Pakistani context there are few studies conducted in this particular context (syntax) or if any, in those studies no
attempt was made to study the comparative nature of Urdu and English in spite of the fact that these two
languages are regarded as echo languages to one another. The application of Chomskyian syntactic theory of MP
seemed rare in Pakistani context especially in case of Urdu language, due to which it is hoped that the study
could enjoy good repute by bringing into the limelight this particular phenomenon. The current study would be
of exceptional importance because it focusses on providing subsidiary literature related to the phenomena of
movement of Wh-expression in English as well as in the Urdu language as compared to other studies carried out
at the nominated issue in particular. Furthermore, the present work would help the researcher and reader in the
general understanding of the Chomsky's Principle and Parameter approach (1981) towards the study of syntax. It
is hoped that the findings of the current study will be fruitful in resolving the controversy about the status of
Urdu in terms of head-final or head-initial language.
2. Urdu Wh-expressions and Minimalism
Chomsky’s Minimalist Program was used as the method of the present study because it was used by the
researcher as the theoretical background for this study. Chomsky worked over many years and provided multiple
ideas that are considered central to the study of linguistics and syntax. Chomsky's ideas that are central to the
study of syntax are collectively known as Minimalist Program which he has presented in linguistics since 1993.
It was found that Chomsky's earlier work in the development of linguistic theory draws it's over complex picture
by presenting a complex grammatical apparatus for the generation of well-formed derivations.
However, since 1993, his syntactic ideas presented in linguistics are considered as an attempt to minimize the
theoretical and descriptive apparatus that are employed to account for the potential of monolingual speaker
producing an infinite number of well-formed grammatical constructions. As a matter of fact, the central purpose
of MP is the exclusion of all mechanisms that are not necessary on conceptual grounds.
In simpler terms, MP tries to provide an explanation of monolingual linguistic competence (MLC) which enables
them to generate an infinite number of sentences which are grammatical in nature and considered as the
expressions of one and only one grammar of a specific language. According to Seuren (2004), MP is comprised
of two basic ideas. The central concept to the first idea is Principle and Parameter which are considered
responsible for similarities and differences among different language pairs.
Hence, all languages are similar in this respect that they all share the same fundamental principles, while
differences are due to parameters because parameter setting varies across the languages due to which differences
are predictable. The second idea proposed is that universal machinery should be seen in the perspective of the
technical problem of how best to link up the propositional thought with sound (Seuren, 2004, p.5). However, the
MP cannot be taken as a “Unified Theory of Language” (Cook and Newson, 2014, p. 242).
MP takes syntax as a cognitive system by rejecting the concepts of S-Structure and D-Structure of the
Government and Binding theory proposed in 1982 (Chomsky, 1982). Syntax as a cognitive system in the light of
MP connects with other two cognitive systems named as Articulatory-Perceptual (A-P) and
Conceptual-Intentional (C-I) system. According to Chomsky (1995), it becomes compulsory for a syntactic
model to bring into limelight the interface levels where it may interact with the A-P and C-I systems for the
purpose of converting linguistic properties into signals to the brain for producing and interpreting language.
Similarly, such modular interfaces are recognized in MP as Logic form (which is used for the interpretation of
language) and Phonetic form for the production of language (Chomsky, N. 1995). Distinct from Government and
Binding theory that is applied at different levels of representation as for the grammaticality of a sentence is
concerned, the conditions of grammaticality here are applicable on two levels of interfaces such as PF and LF in
MP (Chomsky, 1995).
These two interfaces perform their function in connecting faculty of human language (FL) to two cognitive
systems named A-P and C-I. If we talk about the design of the FL in MP it consists of two parts. One is a
language-specific component and other is language independent component. The language-independent
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componennt named as “C
Computational system of hum
man language””, has a differeent number off subsystems which
w
operate onn lexical itemss taken from tthe lexicon inn order to form
m an infinite number of senntences, which
h are
well-formeed and gramm
matical in naturee.
For the puurpose of thee derivation of a well-form
med expressionn in first placce, numerationn is created by
b an
Operation Select includiing the informaation such as a number of seelected lexical items and how
w many times these
items willl be repeated in the derivattion. After thee selection of lexical items from numeraation, the operration
Merge opeerates, in orderr to structures the LIs into coomplex objectss hierarchicallyy on the basis of a set of fea
atures
specified bby syntactic obbjects availablle in numeratiion. After this,, as mentionedd by Zeljko (11999), the arra
anged
syntacticall derivation seends towards fuurther Operatioon named Speell-out, where tthe derivation splits into two
o and
sends it foor interpretatioon to both inteerfaces. At thee spell-out, thee elements thaat are relevant only to the PF
F are
stripped aw
way while the remainder is ccontinued comp
mputation to thee LF (Chomskyy, 1995).
The operaation Merge annd Move are different from
m each other in respect of w
what they takee to merge. Merge
M
operation merges the LIIs contained inn a syntactic dderivation whiile the Move O
Operation appllies to remerge the
merged iteems accordingg to the requireement of syntaactic derivationn. In simple teerms merge coonstructs something
new out oof the items available
a
in nnumeration takken from the lexicon, while the move is applied to make
m
amendmennt in the syntacctic objects in order to meet the grammaticcal requiremennt of the derivaation.
Accordingg to Chomsky (1995),
(
applicaation of the Merge and Selecct operation is “costless” beccause if the fea
atures
of syntactiic objects are not
n compatiblee then derivatiion is canceledd which results in no additioonal cost. While on
the other hhand, the appliication of Movve is not “costtless” and incuurs a derivationnal cost. The m
movement of items
i
in order too justify differeent requiremennts results in exxtra derivationnal cost.
If one talkks about the movement,
m
he(s) may encounnter two differrent types of m
movements i.ee. Head Movement
and XP moovement. In heead movementt, a head leavees its place andd joins to anothher head in thee derivation. While
W
in XP movvement, the maximal
m
projecction triggeredd out from its bbase position iin order to takke another plac
ce so
that its features can be checked becaause it is a seet pre-conditioon of Principlle of Full Inteerpretation, that is,
un-interpreetable featuress should be cheecked/valued aagainst the inteerpretable featuures.
Feature vaaluation is a pre-condition
p
ffor a well-form
med grammatical expression because thee existence of such
features traansfers illegibble material to the interface P
PF and LF, whhich ultimatelyy results in a ccrash. The prin
nciple
of Full Innterpretation posits
p
constraiints on the foormation of tthe well-formeed grammatical sentence which
w
stipulates that every ellement of the representation must have a language-inndependent innterpretation and
a a
derivation is said to be convergent onnly if it transfe
fers informatioon which is leggible at the PF
F and Lf interfaces
(Chomskyy, 1995).
The other component of
o the languagge faculty is a language-speecific L (Lexiicon). L consiists of an arra
ay of
syntactic llearned items, which have diifferent categoorical status onn the basis of ffeatures whichh they possess. The
features onn the basis of which
w
lexical iitems are diffeerentiated are oof two major tyypes i.e. Lexiccal categorical (LC)
features annd functional (F)
( features. The F-features aassociated witth functional categories are cchecked againsst the
LC features of the synntactic categorries by applyinng Move opeeration. If onee compares booth componen
nts of
language ffaculty will come to know thhat L consists oof LIs which ccarry languagee-specific inforrmation in the form
of morphoological featurres and the othher componennt is said to bee universally iinvariant across different hu
uman
languages and speakers.
3. Descrip
ption of Urdu Wh-phrases
In order too describe how Wh-movemennt operates in E
English, and hoow it is linked with Urdu, haas been discusssed in
this sectionn while takingg examples from
m English. Coonsider the following examplles:

Figuree 1. Syntactic m
movement of W
Wh-expressionn
207
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In this exaample, we can see the exact pplace of auxiliaary “are” beforre it is raised aat the level of ccomplementise
er, as
can be seen in the next example.
e
1 (a) what are you sayingg t?

movement of W
Wh-expressionn
Figuree 2. Syntactic m
m VP saying w
what, which fu
urther
In this exaample, the Whh-word “what”” merges withh the verb “saaying” to form
merges wiith the presentt tense auxiliaary “are” to foorm T-bar [aree saying what]], which in turrn merges with
h the
pronoun [Y
You] in order to
t form TP [Yoou are saying w
what]. Since thhe present tensee auxiliary “aree” have the fea
atures
of tense m
marker [+WH] that it can be uused to form aan interrogative sentence andd also equipped with EEP feature
which sugggests that it cann be moved to the interrogatiive C position of CP. Furtherrmore, it is claiimed that the [EPP,
+WH] feattures of C requuires that C shoould have a Whh-expression att the specifier pposition of CP. Now consider this
example inn Urdu languagge
1(b) Kaya keh rhy ho tum
m t?

movement of W
Wh-expressionn
Figuree 3. Syntactic m
(c) Tum kaaya keh rhy hoo t?

movement of W
Wh-expressionn
Figuree 4. Syntactic m
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(d) Tum keeh rhy ho kayaa?

movement of W
Wh-expressionn
Figuree 5. Syntactic m
Kaya” in Urduu language occcupies three different positions in
In these seentences [(b), (c) & (d)] the Wh-phrase “K
order to m
make the sentennce interrogativve. In 1(b) the w
word “kaya” m
merges with the verb “keh” inn Urdu to form
m VP,
which furtther merges with
w the presennt tense auxiliaary “rhy ho” tto form T-barr, which in turrn merges with
h the
pronoun “ttum” to form TP.
T In English language wheenever the movvement of Wh--phrase takes pplace, it will always
attract the auxiliary verbb because it coontains the [TN
N’s, EPP, +W
WH] features w
which require tthat it should move
m
towards thhe C position of
o CP and C reqquires that a W
Wh-phrase shouuld be at speciffier position off CP but the ca
ase in
Urdu languuage is differennt, here a null-complementizzer is introduceed because the m
movement takkes place coverttly as
compared to the overt movement
m
of auuxiliary in Engllish. Because iin Urdu sometiimes auxiliariees are attached with
the verb itsself and if we move
m
Wh-exprression in Urduu, it is not obliggatory that it atttracts the auxiiliary towards the
t C
position of CP. Therefoore, in order too make the deerivation of a sentence succcessful, a null complementiz
zer is
introducedd in Urdu, whicch merges withh the moved W
Wh-expression ““kaya” to CP hhaving “kaya” aat specifier possition
of CP.
In other ssentences of 1 (b) and (c)) the Wh-phraase “kaya” occcupies two ddifferent posittions retaining
g the
grammaticcality of the seentence. In Urrdu, the Wh-eexpression equuivalent wordss occupy both in-situ and moved
m
position ass compared to English. In thee sentence “Tuum keh rhy ho kaya’, it remaiins in its in-situu position but in its
derivationaal process, its movement iss also illustrateed in the form
mation of CP aas explained aabove, while in
n the
sentence ““Tum kaya kehh rhy ho t?” thee phrase kaya is moved from
m its original pposition towardds the C positio
on of
CP becausse it possesses [+WH] featuree due to whichh it can be moveed from its lateent location tow
wards C position in
order to foorm CP giving interrogative ssense to the seentence.
Our next oobjective of thee current study deals with the effects of movvement of Wh--expression on the grammatic
cality
of the senttence. In orderr to illustrate thhe effects of W
Wh-movement oon the grammaaticality of senntence, conside
er the
following examples:
2 (a) what does Ali know
w it?
In this senntence the Whh-word “whatt” moves out from its origiinal position ““Ali knows w
what?” towards the
beginning of the sentennce but if wee move it to another posittion instead oof beginning, does it affect the
grammaticcality of the seentence, becauuse in the lightt of Chomsky’s MP (Minim
malist Program
m) as the theore
etical
frameworkk of the study, each and everry sentence eveer produced byy human beinggs of a particullar language sh
hould
be grammaatical. Let’s seee what happenns at the movement of Wh-phrase at different positions aas:
2 (b) whatt does Ali know
w it?
(c) *Ali knows what?
(d)*Ali w
what knows t??
(e)* Doees Ali what know it?
As mentioned above, thee sentence (b) iis grammaticall in nature, wheen a Wh-expreession moves oout from its original
position toowards the begginning of the ssentence but w
when it moves ffrom its originnal position tow
wards the midd
dle or
at the end of the sentence then its moovement effectts the grammaaticality of thee sentence due to which senttence
becomes uungrammaticall. But in accorddance with MP
P, no grammatiical sentence ccan be produceed due to which
h it is
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mandatoryy in English thhat Wh-phrasee should be placed at the bbeginning of thhe sentence as far the notio
on of
grammaticcality is concerrned. But in Urrdu, the case iss different, the Wh-phrases (kkaya, kahan etcc.) occupy diffferent
positions iin the sentencees and it does nnot affect the ggrammaticalityy of the sentencce such as:
3 (a) Ali kkaya janta hy t??

movement of W
Wh-expressionn
Figuree 6. Syntactic m
(b) Ali jannta hy kaya?

Figuree 7. Syntactic m
movement of W
Wh-expressionn
(c) Kaya A
Ali janta hy?

Figuree 8. Syntactic M
Movement of W
Wh-expressionn
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(d) Janta hhy kaya Ali?

Figuree 9. Syntactic M
Movement of W
Wh-expressionn
Wh-phrase occcupies differennt positions in each
As shown above in [(a), (b), (c) & (dd)] the phrase “kaya” as a W
mmatical in naature. So, it caan be argued that in Urdu the movemen
nt of
sentence aand all sentennces are gram
Wh-phrasee is regarded as non-mandaatory which shhows that it iss not obligatoory that Wh-phhrase should come
c
always at the beginning of the sentencce in order to retain the gram
mmaticality off the sentence. It can come at
a the
beginning,, middle and att the end of a ssentence and ggrammaticalityy of a sentence is not affectedd.
Our third stance deals with
w the triggerr of Wh-expreession which ccan be explaineed as Chomskky believes that any
movementt in order to caall syntactic pprocess should be equipped w
with the stimuulus that stimuulates it to und
dergo
different m
movement. Thherefore, it is assumed that there are cerrtain features that stimulatee the movement of
Wh-phrasee in a sentence. Chomsky (1998, 1999, 22001) proposess that EPP feaature triggers tthe movementt of a
Wh- phrasse to Spec-CP. To be more pprecise, he advvocates that as T carries an [EPP] feature w
which requiress it to
be moved into a TP projection having a subject speccifier, in the saame way, C tooo in Wh-questiion carries an [EPP]
feature whhich demands it to be extended into a CP
P containing W
Wh-phrase as itts specifier. A
Along with the EPP
feature, Chhomsky mainttains that the ffeature which iis considered rresponsible foor the movemeent of Wh-phra
ase is
the interroogative charactteristics, whichh is denoted byy [+ WH] and this characteriistic exists in tthe location off C of
an interroggative sentencce which conttains Wh-phraase. Therefore, the Wh-phraase moves tow
wards the spec
cifier
position of CP in orderr to match the [+ WH] featuure. According to Carnie (22002, p. 2850)), the interrog
gative
phrase [W
Wh-expression] moves towardd the non-argum
ment position in order to evaaluate the interrrogative featu
ure [+
WH].
nglish
4. Wh-moovement in En
The term m
movement is also
a regarded aas another form
m of “merge” w
with a slight diifference. In m
merge operation
n, the
operationss take into acccount the selecction of lexicaal items and m
merging them with each othher in the synttactic
structure, while move operation invvolves the re--arranging off the syntacticc constituents according to
o the
requiremennt of sentencee or in simplerr terms to matcch the correspponding features of the consstituents in ord
der to
maintain tthe grammaticcality of derivved expressionn. The movem
ment in terms of Wh-movem
ment varies across
languages.. As discussedd above, the nnature of Wh--expression shhould be moveed towards thee beginning of the
sentence aand non-manddatory in Urduu as evident frrom the abovee-illustrated exxamples whichh show that it can
occupy diffferent positionns to form inteerrogative senttences. The WH
H-movement hhighlights sharrp differences in its
applicationn both in Engllish and Urdu. In English whhen/WH-moveement occurs, it will always attract the acicular
verb towarrds the C posittion of CP havving WH-phraase at the speciifier position in order to connstruct a perfec
ct CP
as shown iin the followinng figure:
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(a) W
What are you saaying?

Figure 10. Syntactic Movement off Wh-expressioon
m its tense posiition towards the C positionn of CP in ord
der to
In the aboove figure, the auxiliary verbb moves from
form C-baar having a Whh-expression att the specifier position to forrm CP. Whille in Urdu auxxiliary verbs arre not
attracted toowards the C position of CP
P because it iss not obligatory
ry that it shoulld move towarrds this positio
on. In
Urdu, a nuull complemenntiser is introduuced at C posittion of CP insttead of an auxiiliary verb as sshown in the figure
f
6, 7, and 9 in section 3.
(b) W
What you are saaying?

Figure 11. Syntactic Movement off Wh-expressioon
The movem
ment of WH-pphrases shows the applicatioon of C-commaand principle w
which is obserrvable in the merge
m
operation because the leexical constituuents merge w
with each otherr in order to cconstruct a succcessful tree of
o the
derivation as shown below the WH-phhrase moves oout from it's arrgument positiion I-e space ––CP. The extra
acted
WH-phrasse shows C-commands over its effect, whhich can be observed in the lower noun phhrase position.. The
movementt of WH-phrasse from deep sstructure towarrds surface struucture does noot affect the grrammatically of
o the
sentence.
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(c) W
What does Ali know?
k

ment of wh exppression and aauxiliary
Figure 12. Syyntactic movem
nt of
To sum uup, our discusssion related tto the main cconcern of thhis study, we can say that the movemen
WH-expreession differs inn both languagges (English annd Urdu), the ppoint of sharp differences is given below:
•

M
Mandatory Vs nonn
mandatorry nature of W
WH-movement

•

M
Movement of thhe tense markeer (auxiliaries)) is obligatory along the movvement of WH--phrases in the
e
E
English languagge

•

M
Movement of thhe tense markeer is optional aalong the moveement of WH-pphrases in the Urdu language

•

C
C-command priinciple is obseerved in the moovement of WH
H-expression iin both languagge (Urdu and
E
English)

As illustraated above, thee movement oof wh-expressiion effects thee grammaticaliity of the senttence but here
e also
both languuages are in coontrast with eacch other. In caase of English, the moment oof Wh-expressiion is always at
a the
beginning of the sentencce in order to make the senttence interrogaative and in dooing so the graammaticality of
o the
sentence iss not affected in line with thhe basic conceppt in MP. But if we move a Wh-phrase at the other posiitions
of the senttences then thee sentence beccomes ungram
mmatical as shoown in examplle 2[(c), (d) & (e)] above. But
B in
Urdu, the case is differeent, which shoows that the m
moment of Whh-phrase does not affect thee grammaticality of
sentence, which impliess that in Urduu language a W
Wh-phrase cann be moved aat beginning, m
middle and en
nding
position off the sentence to perform a ssingle functionn, which is of making the seense of sentencce interrogative
e. As
shown in eexample 1[(b),, (c) & (d)] thee Wh-phrase “kkaya” from Urrdu is placed aat three differeent positions an
nd all
these senteences are gram
mmatical in natture.
Finally, thhe Wh-phrasess are assumedd having a cerrtain type of ffeatures whichh demand its m
movement from
m its
in-situ possition towards the moved loocation in a syyntactic derivation. It is arggued that Wh--phrases have EPP
feature whhich triggers itts movement toowards specifi
fier position off CP. To be moore precise, it is argued that as T
carries an EPP feature which
w
demandss it move into a TP phrase hhaving a subjecct specifier, in the similar ve
ein, it
is assumedd that C to carrries an EPP feeature which ddemands it movve at C-bar position of CP hhaving a Wh-ph
hrase
equipped w
with [+WH] feeature at speciffier position off CP. Thereforre, it is assumeed that Wh-phrrase moves tow
wards
non-argum
ment position [Spec-CP]
[
in oorder to evaluaate it [+WH] ffeature so that the derivationn of a sentence
e can
be carried out.
5. Conclussion
In respect of the findingss of this study related to the movement of W
Wh-expressionn in Urdu and English showss that
the movem
ment of Wh-exxpression variees across both tthe languages.. In English, W
Wh-phrase alwaays moved tow
wards
the beginnning of the seentence in ordeer to form ann interrogative sentence as ccompared to U
Urdu in which
h this
movementt takes placee in a multiidimensional manner. Thee movement of Wh-expreession affectss the
grammaticcality of the seentence in Engglish if it is m
moved at differrent positions as compared tto Urdu. There are
certain feaatures such as the
t EPP featurre and +WH feeature, which trrigger the movvement of Wh--expression.
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